Auburn Bearing is hiring a full-time, entry-level Manufacturing Technician

About
Auburn Bearing & Manufacturing, in Macedon NY, is a designer and manufacturer of ball and roller thrust bearings and custom machined components. With over 120 years’ experience, Auburn Bearing is committed to providing personalized service, short lead times, on-time delivery, trusted expertise, innovative solutions, and top quality American-made products.

Position
Auburn Bearing is looking for an entry-level Manufacturing Technician that is highly motivated, flexible, and a hardworking self-starter. This position requires excellent critical thinking, decision-making, and time management skills. Willingness to learn new things and cross train in multiple areas of the business is a must.

Duties and Responsibilities
• Operate CNC machines, mills, lathes and grinder.
• Use CAD software to draw or design parts.
• Perform measurements and quality control.
• Use CMM equipment.
• Follow all safety requirements for materials and equipment.
• Maintain quality, yields, productivity, and efficiency.
• Maintain a clean and organized work area.
• Perform other tasks as requested.

Education/Experience/Attributes
• Two-year technical degree in Precision Machining, Mechanical Technology or related field. Experience is a plus.
• Must be a team player, reliable, courteous and helpful to others with attention to detail.

Desired Technical Abilities
• Strong mechanical aptitude.
• Strong math skills.
• Familiarity with CAD/CAM software.
• Familiarity with Microsoft Office.
• Blueprint reading/GD&T.

How to Apply
Please send your Resume, Cover Letter, and MCC M# to Joe Snowden at jsnowden4@monroecc.edu